Age effects on heart rate, sustained potential, and P3 responses during reaction-time tasks.
Relationships between physiological responses and slowed reaction time (RT) among elderly subjects were tested in 48 healthy young, middle-aged, and elderly men (mean ages 24, 45, and 71 years) using simple and choice RT tasks. There were age reductions in P3 amplitude and heart rate (HR) deceleration, but no effects of age on P3 latency. Sustained potential (SP or CNV) amplitude paradoxically increased with age, possibly indicating weaker inhibitory function. P3 amplitude, SP amplitude, and HR deceleration were most strongly correlated with RT among younger subjects, but SP amplitude was correlated with RT in the elderly group during the choice task. HR deceleration shared a small amount of variance with SP amplitude and RT in the young group. There was no HR-SP-RT relationship in the older groups. Choice-simple task differences in P3 amplitude and RT were correlated in the young and elderly groups. The results suggest that HR, SP, and P3 responses may reflect physiological processes related to the slower RTs of healthy elderly subjects.